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Highlights


Concurrent brain EEG-fMRI recordings are challenging due to noise in the EEG signal



We propose an EEG-fMRI setup aimed at reducing EEG noise at high MR fields



Shorter EEG cables connect amplifiers force-locked to the MR-bed behind the RF coil



Environment and MR-induced artifacts decreased by 60%, with low helium pump effects



Implications for reproducibility, safety and ergonomics are discussed

ABSTRACT
Background: The use of concurrent EEG-fMRI recordings has increased in recent years, allowing
new avenues of medical and cognitive neuroscience research; however, currently used setups
present problems with data quality and reproducibility.
New Method: We propose a compact experimental setup for concurrent EEG-fMRI at 4 T and
compare it to a more standard reference setup. The compact setup uses short EEG cables
connecting to the amplifiers, which are placed right at the back of the head RF coil on a formfitting extension force-locked to the patient MR bed. We compare the two setups in terms of
sensitivity to MR-room environmental noise, interferences between measuring devices (EEG or
fMRI), and sensitivity to functional responses in a visual stimulation paradigm.
Results: The compact setup reduces the system sensitivity to both external noise and MRinduced artefacts by at least 60%, with negligible EEG noise induced from the mechanical
vibrations of the cryogenic cooling compression pump.
Comparison with Existing Methods: The compact setup improved EEG data quality and the
overall performance of MR-artifact correction techniques. Bot h s et ups wer e si m i l ar i n
t erm s of t he fMR I d at a, wi t h higher reproducibility for cable placement within the scanner
in the compact setup.
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Conclusions: This improved compact setup may be relevant to MR laboratories interested in
reducing the sensitivity of their EEG-fMRI experimental setup to external noise sources, setting up
an EEG-fMRI workplace for the first time, or for creating a more reproducible configuration of
equipment and cables. Implications for safety and ergonomics are discussed.

Keywords: concurrent EEG-FMRI; EEG cable length; multimodal neuroimaging; data quality;
cryogenic pump noise

INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous recording of electroencephalographic (EEG) and functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) data (Ives, Warach, Schmitt, Edelman, & Schomer, 1993), although developed for
clinical research (Hamandi, Salek-Haddadi, Fish, & Lemieux, 2004; Vulliemoz et al., 2011) has
been extended to the cognitive neurosciences (H. Laufs et al., 2003; Helmut Laufs, 2008; Mulert &
Lemieux, 2010;

Ullsperger & Debener, 2010) as concurrent EEG-fMRI recordings have proven

to be useful for studying brain functions with high temporal and spatial resolution, allowing both
EEG and fMRI modalities to capture the same brain state simultaneously and providing the
opportunity for a multitude of data-integration approaches (Huster, Debener, Eichele, & Herrmann,
2012). Obtaining quality EEG-fMRI data is, however, challenging due to severe degradation of the
EEG signal, artifacts in the fMRI data (Goldman, Stern, Engel, & Cohen, 2000; Herrmann &
Debener, 2008), as well as safety and data integration issues (Lemieux, Allen, Franconi, Symms, &
Fish, 1997). Thus, it is important to optimize data quality at every step of acquisition and analysis,
especially when considering analysis at the single-trial level (De Vos et al., 2013; Vanderperren et
al., 2013).
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The MRI scanner environment introduces several sources of noise contribution to the
overall quality of the EEG signal. With different degrees of contribution to this noise, these sources
include the strong static magnetic field (Allen, Josephs, & Turner, 2000; Debener, Mullinger,
Niazy, & Bowtell, 2008; Goldman, Stern, Engel, & Cohen, 2000; Müri et al., 1998), the magnetic
field gradient (Ertl et al., 2010; Felblinger, Debatin, Boesch, Gruetter, & McKinnon, 1995; Hill,
Chiappa, Huang-Hellinger, & Jenkins, 1995; Ives, Warach, Schmitt, Edelman, & Schomer, 1993;
Mandelkow, Halder, Boesiger, & Brandeis, 2006), the RF pulse (Anami et al., 2003; Garreffa et
al., 2003; Lemieux, Allen, Franconi, Symms, & Fish, 1997; Mullinger, Debener, Coxon, &
Bowtell, 2008; Negishi, Pinus, Pinus, & Constable, 2007), ventilation contributions (Nierhaus et
al., 2013) as well as noise induced from the cryogenic cooling compression pump, which is often
turned off during simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings at high fields to reduce noise contributions
(Kim, Yoo, & Lee, 2015; Mulert & Lemieux, 2010; Ritter & Villringer, 2006). On the other hand,
MRI quality degradation occurs from the interference with EEG equipment, such as the gel
(Mullinger, Brookes, Stevenson, Morgan, & Bowtell, 2008a). Additionally, the quality of
simultaneously recorded EEG-fMRI data is highly dependent on the placement of EEG systems
and the configuration of cables within the scanner (Chowdhury, Mullinger, & Bowtell, 2015),
which may impact safety when electronic devices and conductive materials (i.e. EEG leads and
electrodes) are in contact with the subject in the presence of strong magnetic fields (Lemieux et al.,
1997). Furthermore, the placement of equipment and the participant is often not reproducible
across laboratories, given the diversity of stimulus projection systems, EEG cable lengths, and
interactions among instrumentation.
In order to address these aforementioned challenges in simultaneous EEG-fMRI
acquisition, we designed and tested a compact EEG setup in a 4T MR scanner, whereby EEG
cables were shortened and amplifiers were placed closer to the MR (RX/TX) coil and stabilized on
a wooden form-fitting extension moving with the MR-bed. This configuration, which allows setup
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of the whole system without having to access connections from the back of the magnet (thusly,
involving handling of the back-projection screen for visual stimulation), was compared with a
commonly used reference setup, which uses longer EEG cables connecting to the amplifiers placed
inside the magnet from the back of the magnet bore. These two experimental setups were evaluated
in terms of EEG sensitivity to MR-room environmental noise, degradation in both EEG and fMRI
data due to cross-modality interferences, and sensitivity to functional responses elicited in a visual
stimulation paradigm. Our results demonstrated that the compact setup achieves better EEG and
comparable MR signal quality to the reference setup, without the need to modify existing MRacquisition procedures (i.e. turning off the cryogenic pump or removal of the projection screen).
We discuss the methodological benefit of the compact setup, as well as discuss implications for
safety, ergonomics and reproducibility within the lab environment.
This work has been previously presented in preliminary form (Assecondi et al., 2013). To
the best of our knowledge, prior to that conference proceeding, there are no reports of studies
evaluating the effects of EEG cap cable shortening in simultaneous EEG-fMRI experiments. We
discuss similarities and differences between our study and a recently published study that also
demonstrated advantages of short EEG cables in concurrent fMRI at 7T (Jorge et al., 2015).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Description of the Experimental Setups
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the quality of EEG and MR data from two experimental
setups for simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings (illustrated in Figure 1), which differed in the length
of the EEG cables and the way in which the overall setup was mounted and therefore accessed by
the experimenter.
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MR-compatible EEG System. The EEG amplifier was a BrainAmp MR Plus modular amplifier
(Brain Products GmbH, Gilchin, Germany) consisting of two MR-compatible units, of 32 unipolar
channels each and an MR-compatible battery pack to both units (http://brainproducts.com). The
MR-compatible caps had one electrocardiogram (ECG) channel and 63 EEG electrodes, arranged
according to the 10-20 system, with leads arranged in two twisted bundles of cables. Electrodes
were pin-type sensors, placed inside a plastic holder mounted on the cap, including a built-in
resistor of 5 kΩ for EEG and 15 kΩ for ECG, plus 5 kΩ in the connector box. The electrode FCz
was used as reference. The EEG cables terminated with two connector boxes, connected to the
amplifiers using two ribbon cables. Two fiber optic cables connected the MR-compatible EEG
amplifiers to the recording computer through the filter plate of the MR-room. EEG and MR
scanner clocks were synchronized using EEG vendor “SyncBox” hardware to ensure consistent
sampling (Mandelkow et al., 2006). Of note, both EEG setups had the same cap size (58 cm) and
none of them used the EOG leads, which have been seen to significantly contribute to MR image
artifacts (Mullinger et al., 2008b).

MR-Scanner. The MR scanner was a 4T MRI system (MedSpec, Bruker, Biospin head scanner
with Siemens MAGNETOM electronics) with a birdcage transmitter and 8-channel receiver head
RT coil (USA Instruments), which is particularly suitable for EEG recording since it has a hole at
the top of the head in correspondence with the exit point of the EEG leads.

Reference setup. In the reference setup, depicted in Figure 1 (upper panel), EEG amplifiers were
placed inside the magnet bore, at the back, which, in our laboratory, required the removal of the
projection screen, placed on the back of the magnet. The amplifiers were positioned to the left and
right side of the power pack to avoid obstructing the subject’s view of the projection screen and
were stabilized with weighted sand bags. The cables, connecting the cap and the amplifiers were
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thus forced to be misaligned with respect to the z-axis of the magnet, and had an approximate
length of 111cm (EEG leads ~ 16cm from FT10 to Cz plus ~ 65cm from Cz to connector, ribbon
cables ~ 30cm). This misalignment is impossible to avoid with the reference setup when two
amplifiers are used in combination with a back-projection screen in order to guarantee sufficient
visibility of the stimuli. The EEG cables were connected to the amplifiers only after the subject,
with the EEG cap and the MR-coil in position, was moved along the MR-bed into the magnet. The
back-projection screen was then remounted on the back of the magnet bore.

Compact setup. The compact setup, depicted in Figure 1 (lower panel), was comprised of an inhouse constructed wooden bed extension and a modified MR-compatible EEG cap. The amplifiers
and power pack were placed onto the form-fitting wooden extension, force-locked to the back of
the MR patient bed, with the amplifiers stacked one above the other, with the bottom one flipped
upside down, and the power pack behind them. By flipping the bottom amplifier, we ensured a
straight, parallel routing of the cables and connectors, with minimal misalignment from the z-axis
of the magnet. The extension was fitted along the inner profile of the magnet bore and slid back
and forth inside the bore, together with the MR-bed and fiber optic cables. This compact setup
enabled the use of a modified (kindly executed by Brain Products) MR-compatible cap with shorter
connecting cables of an approximate length of ~46cm (EEG leads ~ 16cm from FT10 to Cz plus
~9cm from Cz to connector, ribbon cables 21 cm), such that the cables fell straight along the z-axis
of the magnet bore. The amplifiers and cables were stabilized with weighted bags. The proximity
of the amplifiers to the MR-coil assured full visibility of the back-projection screen even with the
stacked amplifier configuration. This compact setup allows the operator to connect the amplifiers
to the EEG cap when the MR-bed is still outside the magnet bore, which is not only more time
efficient, more comfortable for both the subject and experimenter, but is also fully reproducible
across experiments.
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Identification of Laboratory Noise Sources in EEG Signals
To identify possible sources of environmental noise impacting the EEG signal measured inside the
MR scanner, we systematically turned off and on devices routinely used in the MR laboratory and
recorded four minutes of phantom EEG with the reference setup. For comparison, four minutes of
phantom data were also recorded with the scanner in stand-by, whereby all relevant electronics
were switched off. These devices included: the headphone system, ventilation system inside the
magnet bore, the camera at the back of the magnet bore, the MR-room ventilation system and the
MR-scanner cryogenic pump. The power spectral density (PSD) was calculated for each recording
and device (Hamming window, spectral resolution 0.1Hz) and was compared with the stand-by
recording. Noise sources were identified as coming from devices eliciting unexpected PSD
frequencies, relative to the stand-by condition, for which a PSD profile was expected to be
dominated by flat noise and without large unexpected peaks.

Human subjects and visual stimulation
Two healthy volunteers (female, 26 and 29 years old), without history of psychiatric, neurological
or systemic disease, participated in this study approved by the ethics committee of the University
of Trento. Subjects were right handed and had normal or corrected to normal vision. The visual
task consisted of passively viewing a pattern-reversing checker-board (4 Hz) in alternating cycles
of 10 s of fixation and 20 s of stimulation, for a total of 1200 trials (1 trial = 1 presentation of the
checker-board). The stimuli were projected on a semi-opaque screen, placed at the end of the
magnet bore, and watched by the subjects via a mirror mounted on the top of the MR RF-head coil
(visual angle 18ox15o) The stimulation was programmed with MATLAB Psychtoolbox-3 (Brainard
1997) for Windows. There were differences in the effective visual FOV between the two EEG-
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fMRI setups. In the CMP setup, the proximity of the EEG amplifiers to the back of the head RF
coil was such that it caused no visual obstruction to the projection screen (Fig. 1).

Acquisition Parameters
The acquisition parameters described in the following section were applied to both phantom and
human recordings.

EEG Recordings. The EEG signal was recorded from 63 EEG channels and 1 ECG channel with a
5000Hz sampling rate.

MRI Recordings. Anatomical MRI was acquired using a 3D Magnetization-Prepared Rapid
Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) sequence, optimized for gray-white matter contrast (TE 4.18ms, TR
2700ms, TI 1020ms, flip angle 70˚, 1mm isotropic voxels, 256x224 matrix, 176 sagittal-oriented
slices, Generalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition acceleration factor 2) (Papinutto
& Jovicich, 2008). Two repetitions of the fMRI protocol were acquired for each subject and
condition. A standard full-brain single shot gradient echo 2D Echo-Planar Imaging (EPI) protocol
(TE 22ms, TR 2200ms, flip angle 75˚, 3mm isotropic voxels, 64x64 matrix, 37 axial AC-PCoriented slices, slice gap 0.45mm, 180 volumes) was used. The point-spread function (PSF)
distortion correction method was used for EPI data (Zaitsev, Hennig, & Speck, 2004; Zeng &
Constable, 2002). Static field (B0) maps were derived from a double-echo gradient sequence (TE 6
and 10ms, TR 400ms, flip angle 39˚, 2mm isotropic voxels, 128x128 matrix, 75 sagittally-oriented
slices, slice gap 0.3mm, fat saturation) (Jezzard & Balaban, 1995; Robinson & Jovicich, 2011). B1
field maps were derived from double flip angle Turbo Spin Echo sequence (TE 18ms, TR 6000ms,
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flip angles 60˚ and 120˚, 0.86 x 0.86 x 5mm voxels, 256x256 matrix, 30 sagittally-oriented slices,
slice gap 0.75mm) (Morrell, 2008).

Temperature Measurements. As a safety concern to detect potentially harmful temperature
increases, we monitored temperature fluctuations during phantom recordings with four MRcompatible temperatures probes (LumaSense Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) at four electrode
positions (ECG, REF, Cz, Oz), as those locations are where the distribution of the EEG lead is
denser (Angelone et al., 2006) and the risk of excessive heating is higher (Lemieux et al., 1997).
The probes were placed inside the plastic holder of a subset of electrodes, deep in the conductive
gel, as close as possible to the pin-type sensor. Temperature was measured at 1Hz and referenced to
room temperature.

Controlling Subject and Phantom Positions. Previous studies have shown that fMRI-induced
artifacts in the EEG signals can depend on the position of the sample in the RF coils along the main
axis of the magnet (Mullinger et al., 2011). Therefore, considering that one of the main goals of this
study is to compare the phantom and human EEG-fMRI recordings under different experimental
conditions, it was important to minimize differences that could solely arise from the positioning of
the subject. Towards this end, phantom position variations were minimized by using a purpose-built
phantom holder that fits tightly inside the head RF coil. Standard landmarking procedures that align
the eyebrows of the subject with the center of the head RF coil and center of the magnet were used.

Phantom Recordings
The EEG cap was placed on a spherical silicon oil phantom (170mm diameter), which had been
previously covered in a thin layer of conductive gel (Abralyt 2000). The electrodes were filled with
the same gel (total gel used 60ml) to achieve electrode impedances below 5kΩ. We placed the ECG
10

below the right-frontal electrode (2cm below Fp2, with the lead folding around the left side of the
phantom from the back to the front) to maximize the reproducibility of the position of electrodes
and wires across sessions.

Artifacts Induced on Phantom EEG. In our lab, the cryogenic pump and MR-room ventilation
system (see above) were the strongest sources of environment noise sources affecting the EEG
signal when fMRI data were not simultaneously acquired. Thus, we were able to investigate the
individual and combined contributions of only these two noise sources on the EEG signal. We
recorded 5 minutes of phantom EEG under the four conditions, with (IMG) and without (STATIC)
concurrent fMRI recording, on both experimental setups (Tables 1 and 2).

Artifacts Induced on Human EEG. With both (compact and reference) setups, we compared two
combinations of environmental noise conditions as previously defined for the phantom experiments
with both the cryogenic pump and the MR-room ventilation system on and functioning (ALL-ON),
which corresponds to the standard working condition of the MR-scanner and the least ideal
condition for the EEG system, as well as with both the pump and ventilations system switched off
(ALL-OFF), corresponding to the most ideal condition for the EEG system. Each condition was
repeated with (IMG) or without (STATIC) concurrent fMRI acquisition.

Artifacts Induced on Human MR Images. With both setups, we compared several image sequences
(structural MRI, functional MRI, B 0, and flip angle maps) during sessions of concurrent EEG-fMRI
(EEG) and the session of pure fMRI in the absence of EEG equipment (MRI).

Data Analysis
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EEG Signal Analysis. EEG data were analyzed with BrainVision Analyzer 2.0 (Brain Products
GmbH, Gilching, Germany), EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and in-house developed Matlab
code (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). We evaluated the following aspects of EEG data
quality: influence of the experimental setup on artifacts induced on EEG by environmental noise
(ventilation system of the MR room and cryogenic pump of the magnet), influence of the setup on
artifacts induced on EEG by fMRI, and influence of the setup on task-related event-related
responses (ERPs).

Influence of the Setup on Artifacts Induced on EEG by Environmental Noise. For this analysis,
phantom EEG data recorded with concurrent fMRI were not considered since the superimposed
MR-imaging artifacts make it difficult to identify the external noise sources. Apart from the
hardware 250Hz low-pass filter, PSD (Welch periodgram, Hamming window, spectral resolution
0.1Hz) and the maximum PSD envelope (i.e. the maximum across EEG channels) were calculated
on raw EEG data without additional filtering or downsampling. We visually inspected the PSD
profiles in different conditions (EEG-ONLY: ALL-ON, ALL-OFF, PUMP-ON,VENT-ON), with
reference to the ALL-OFF condition, to identify frequencies specific to contaminating noise
sources (i.e. the cryogenic pump and the ventilation system). To quantify the contribution of the
various noise sources, the total power was calculated and plotted topographically. For each
condition, we also calculated and reported the average total power reduction across channels,
calculated as (PSDREF – PSDCMP)/PSDREF*100. The ECG was analyzed separately using the same
procedure.

Influence of the Setup on Artifacts Induced on EEG by Concurrent fMRI. To address the influence
of experimental setup on EEG during concurrent EEG-fMRI, we analysed phantom EEG data in
the ALL-ON condition. These recordings only contain the imaging artifact and external noise,
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depending on the condition (see Table 1). Raw EEG data was segmented around triggers indicating
the MR-volume in epochs of 2210ms (-10ms before the onset; one TR=2200ms), baseline
corrected with respect to the pre-stimulus period, and averaged to obtained an average MR-volume
artifact, as well as its standard deviation (SD) across volumes. The root-mean-squared (RMS)
values of both amplitude and SD of the average MR-volume artifact (Mullinger et al., 2011) were
calculated both before and after artifact removal in order to quantify its strength and variability.
This procedure was iterated for each channel and represented as a scalp distribution. We also
calculated and reported the average RMS reduction of the SD across channels, calculated as
(RMSREF – RMSCMP)/RMSREF*100.

Influence of the Setup on ERP. We reduced the imaging and ballistocardiogram MR-related
artifacts in human EEG recordings using an Average Artifact Subtraction (AAS; Allen et al., 1998,
2000) technique, as implemented in BrainVisionAnalyzer 2.0 and, with Matlab, was further filtered
(0.16Hz -40Hz), downsampled to 250Hz, segmented around markers which indicated reversal of
the checkerboard in epochs of 300ms (-50ms before the stimulus) and baseline corrected with
respect to the pre-stimulus period. Epochs with absolute amplitude exceeding a given threshold
were removed (threshold of 150 uV on each EEG channel for large movements and 70uV on FP1
and FP2 for eyeblinks). We then calculated averaged ERPs (ALL-ON, ALL-OFF; both STATIC
and IMG conditions) at Oz based on the expected occipital positive deflection at roughly 100ms
(P100) post-stimulus (Odom et al., 2004, 2010). Scalp maps at the P100 latency were inspected for
each condition.

MR Image Analysis
MR data were analysed with in-house developed Matlab code and FSL (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
(Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009)). Two aspects of MR-data quality were inspected:
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influence of the setup on the quality of MR-images (phantom and human recordings) and influence
of the setup on fMRI activations (fMRI recordings on two human subjects during a visual task).

Influence of Setup on the Quality of the MR-images. To characterize artifacts in the MRI data due
to the presence of the EEG equipment in the magnet bore, for the two experimental setups the
following three sessions were considered during the acquisition of functional MRI data: whole
EEG system in place and recording in the magnet bore (EEG-full), only the EEG amplifiers and
battery pack placed in the magnet bore and switched off (EEG-amps) but without the EEG cap, and
no EEG system present in the magnet room (EEG-none). We inspected structural and functional
images to identify distortions. Additionally, functional images were analyzed in correspondence
with the FBIRN quality assurance protocol (Friedman & Glover, 2006) and were compared under
the various conditions and experimental setups with FBIRN means and SDs collected in our lab
over the past three years in the same MR-scanner without any EEG equipment.

Human

MRI

data underwent the same FBIRN quality assurance protocol after motion corrections (functional)
and co-registration (structural) procedures were calculated. Structural images were also compared
before and after brain extraction (Smith, 2002), to assess whether possible distortions could reach
the brain beneath the scalp.
To disentangle the relative contribution of B0 and B1 inhomogeneity to MRI data quality,
we calculated maps of the static field on the flip angle α. Maps of the static field (B0-maps in Hz)
were obtained as a scaled difference between the phased images obtained by each echo as
ΔB0=(2πyΔT E)-1ΔΦ (Jezzard & Balaban, 1995), after phase unwrapping (Jenkinson, 2003), where
y is the gyromagnetic ration, ΔT E is the difference between echo times and ΔΦ is the difference
between phase images. We visually inspected the B0 maps and compared them across various
experimental setup conditions (EEG-full, EEG-amp, EEG-none session, reference vs compact), for
both phantom and human recordings. Maps of the flip angle were calculated on a voxel basis as α
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=arccos 3√M2/8M1 (Morrell, 2008), where α is the flip angle, M1 and M2 are the acquisition
intensities at the voxel from the two different flip angles. The α-maps were normalized to the
average flip angle within a central ROI of 30 voxels, and visually inspected for both human and
phantom data. The SD of the B0 and normalized flip angle α were calculated for each slice for the
three setups: CMP, REF and EEG-none. The comparison of inhomogeneities across experimental
conditions (CMP vs. EEG-none, REF vs. EEG-none, CMP vs. REF) was done using a two-tailed
paired t-test across slices.

Influence of the Setup on fMRI Activations. Using a single-subject General Linear Model (GLM)
analysis, as implemented in FSL, we derived fMRI activation maps. fMRI data were motioncorrected, spatially smoothed with a 5mm kernel and analyzed using a gamma HRF plus temporal
derivatives. The first five initial volumes were discarded to allow for signal stability. Statistical
maps were threshholded using clusters of Z>2.3 and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of
p=0.05 (Worsley, Evans, Marrett, & Neelin, 1992).

Results
Unless otherwise stated, all error measures are standard deviations.
EEG Signal Quality
Influence of the setup on artifacts induced on EEG by environmental noise. The MR-room
ventilation system and the cryogenic pump introduced major noise sources on the reference setup
without concurrent fMRI (STATIC); whereas, the headset, magnet bore ventilation system and
camera did not introduce any characteristic frequency in the PSD profile. The characteristic
frequencies of the MR-room ventilation system (VENT-ON) and cryogenic pump (PUMP-ON)
were identified by comparing PSDs to the ALL-OFF condition in both setups. The upper row of
Figure 2 shows the maximum envelopes of the PSD profiles, which were normalized to their
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respective maximum, for EEG channels (STATIC: VENT-ON, PUMP-ON, compact vs reference).
Despite some relative amplitude differences within each condition (VENT-ON and PUMP-ON),
the contaminating frequencies appear quite similar in both setups. The lower row of Figure 2
displays the scalp distribution of the total PSD, whereby the absolute value of the total power
contribution due to the ventilation system and cryogenic pump is much stronger in the reference
than in the compact setup (average total PSD reduction across EEG channels: 85 ±19% in ALLON, 67 ± 35% in VENT-ON and 84 ± 20% in PUMP-ON). The Cz channel, corresponding to the
point where the EEG lead bundles leave the cap, is more sensitive to noise in the reference setup
than in the compact setup.
To summarize, phantom EEG experiments with no concurrent fMRI demonstrated that the
compact setup is much less sensitive to EEG signal noise introduced by the magnetic room
ventilation system and cryogenic pump, with a power spectrum density reduction of about 85%
relative to the noise level of those sources in the reference setup.

Influence of the setup on artifacts induced on EEG by concurrent fMRI. Scalp distributions (Figure
3) of RMS values for the two experimental setups before and after artifact removal indicate a
smaller RMS in the compact as compared to the reference setup in phantom recordings. RMS
values in the reference setup (Figure 3) are highest at Cz; whereas, in the compact setup, these
values are highest at the back of the head. In the reference setup, the electrodes affected by high
variability of the artifact were the same in all conditions (ALL-ON, ALL-OFF, PUMP-ON, VENTON). In the compact setup, we found that the same electrodes showed high artifact variability (i.e.
RMS) in the ALL-ON and PUMP-ON conditions, and in the ALL-OFF and VENT-ON conditions,
respectively (not shown). The EEG artifact variability, quantified as the RMS of the artifact mean
or SD, was systematically smaller in the compact setup (Supplementary Table 1). In particular, for
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the ALL-ON condition after AAS pre-processing, the noise reductions were approximately 78%
and 68 % for the RMS mean and RMS standard deviation, respectively.
Thus, phantom EEG experiments with concurrent fMRI, showed that relative to the
reference setup, the compact setup offered over 60 % reduction in EEG signal variability in the
condition ALL-ON after data preprocessing.

Influence of the setup on ERPs. Simultaneous EEG-fMRI data was collected on subjects (N=2)
during a visual task for both the compact and reference setups. Artifact-corrected (AAS
preprocessed and ballistocardiogram corrected) ERPs to the passive viewing of a flashing
checkerboard are depicted in Figure 4 with cryogenic pumps and ventilation systems on (ALLON). These ERPs are consistent with the expected (P100) patterns of activation both in space
(upper row: bilateral occipital activation) and time (lower row: 100ms post-stimulus peak) (Odom
et al., 2010). Similar patterns were identified for both subjects, regardless of the condition (ALLON, ALL-OFF; STATIC or IMG; data not shown).
The P100 amplitude was higher in the compact than in the reference setup for both subjects
(subject 1, in Figure 4, IMG-ALL-ON: 11.88±0.82µV in compact, 8.35±0.62 in reference; IMGALL-OFF: 11.25±0.86 in compact, 10.20±0.47µV in reference; subject 2 IMG-ALL-ON:
12.65±0.34 in compact, 10.73±0.32 in reference; IMG-ALL-OFF: 12.4±0.34 in compact, 9.66
±0.29 in reference).
In summary, human ERP data obtained concurrently with fMRI showed that: i) the ERP
amplitudes of the compact setup do not significantly change between environmental noise
conditions, whereas for the reference setup the ERP amplitudes are significantly reduced in
standard environmental conditions (cryogenic pump and ventilation systems on); and ii) the ERP
signals are higher for the compact relative to the reference setup, suggesting a higher sensitivity
and potentially higher SNR, which may extend to the single-trial level.
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MR Image Quality.
Influence of the Setup on the Quality of MR-images. Regardless of whether EEG equipment was
removed from the scanner (EEG-none) or only the amplifier and battery were present (EEG-amp),
we found the quality of MR-images to be comparable. Furthermore, with all EEG equipment
(EEG-full) present, the ON/OFF combinations of the cryogenic pump and MR room ventilation
systems did not affect MR-image quality. Thus, for brevity, we present only the comparison of
MRI data acquired with and without the EEG equipment (EEG-full vs EEG-none), ALL-ON across
experimental setups.

Anatomical MRI Data. Figure 5 shows one representative slice of MPRAGE images (single
subject, phantom data), with and without brain extraction. In human data, indentations on the scalp,
due to electrodes and conductive gel are visible in both the compact and reference setup (upper
row); however, not in the brain-extracted data (middle row). The presence of the EEG does affect
the anatomical image intensity homogeneity with respect to the pure MRI condition (i.e., no EEG
equipment, EEG-none), but does not affect the quality of the brain segmentation. Phantom data
were less prone to signal dropout. Figure 6 shows the percent difference maps of the anatomical
images in each EEG setup (CMP and REF) relative to the EEG-none condition [(CMP - EEGnone)/EEG-none and (REF - EEG-none)/EEG-none], for one sample subject. The general pattern
found was that the CMP setup increased the image intensity of anatomical images in the frontal
areas whereas the REF setup increased the signal in the superior areas. None of the EEG setups
produced visible distortions.

Functional MRI Data. The FBIRN stability parameters (Friedman and Glover, 2006) changed with
respect to the baseline condition of EEG-none (i.e. no EEG equipment) regardless of the
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experimental setup (see Table 3). Average signal intensity, SD, drift increases while SNR, signalto-fluctuation noise ratio (SFNR) decreased when the EEG cap was on. In all cases, except for the
average signal intensity, the effects of the EEG cap remained within 2 SD from the baseline
equipment (no EEG equipment). Further, we did not find any structured noise in the summary
stability images from phantom and human data (supplemental Figure S1). In summary, as with the
anatomical MRI the fMRI data is of comparable quality on both EEG-fMRI setups.

B0 and Flip Angle Maps. Figure 7 shows a central sagittal slice of functional, B0, and flip angle
maps for phantom recordings with simultaneous EEG recordings (CMP: compact, and REF:
reference) and without EEG equipment in the magnet (EEG-none). Image distortions in proximity
to the EEG electrodes positions are evident on the surface of the phantom EPI and B0 images, and
less so in the EEG-none EPI data. Spatial inhomogeneities in B0 are present for all conditions
whereas flip angle maps are homogenous across conditions. Qualitatively, the B0 inhomogeneities
in the phantom MR data are visibly more pronounced in two EEG configurations relative to the
EEG-none condition, particularly at the surface of the phantom in proximity to the electrodes
(Figure 7). The B0 differences between the CMP and REF conditions appear to be less strong, and
might depend on the amount of gel present, which was kept similar to the amount used in human
recordings but was hard to control. A quantitative analysis based on the SD average across the full
phantom volume in B0 and flip angle shows consistent inhomogeneity results, higher image
uniformity in the EEG-none condition relative to the two EEG-fMRI setups (Fig. 7, Table 4). The
REF setup gave significantly larger flip angle inhomogeneities than the CMP. Both setups distorted
the static B0 field similarly (Table 4). Qualitative evaluations on human data show similar results
(Supplementary Figure S2).
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Influence of the Setup on fMRI Activations. Functional activations in response to a visual paradigm
are concentrated around occipital regions (Figure 8), whereby the same occipital activation was
derived for both setups in the simple sensory task.

Temperature Measures. The temperature curves, with reference to room temperature, for the
phantom recordings (Figure 9), demonstrated no abnormal trends regardless of the imaging
sequence considered.

Discussion.
In this study we propose a compact EEG-fMRI setup characterized by shorter connecting cables
mounted on a form-fitting MR bed extension. With phantom experiments we demonstrate that,
relative to a standard reference setup with longer cables, the compact setup significantly reduced
the effects of external noise sources on the EEG while maintaining overall similar MRI quality
across EEG-fMRI setups. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate similar effects on two healthy
volunteers, with improved visual ERP responses of the compact setup relative to the reference
setup, while maintaining comparable MRI quality. Given that this setup reduced user interaction,
we discuss its implications in improving reproducibility across experiments, as well as safety and
ergonomic concerns in the workplace.

EEG Quality
The cryogenic pump and MR-room ventilation system were identified as the two major sources of
environmental noise in our MR laboratory setting. In the reference setup, electrodes most affected
by the cryogenic pump were those located at the exit point of the cable bundles from the EEG cap,
most likely because the longer EEG cables in the reference setup are more difficult to stabilize and
therefore more prone to scanner vibrations. On the other hand, in the compact setup, we employed
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shortened cables allowing for easier stabilization of the bundles, thereby reducing the effect of
vibrations. Moreover, shorter cables are less prone to artifacts caused by the imaging process.
Shortening of the EEG cables has also proven to be effective in higher scanner field (7T)
laboratories (Jorge et al., 2015). In fact, our study has several similarities and differences in
comparison to this recent study. The main similarities are that both studies found the same main
effects: shortening the cables significantly reduced the noise contributions of the helium pump in
the EEG signal, and also gave clear EEG visual evoked responses in a study with a few healthy
volunteers. Another similarity is that both studies, being at high fields (> 3T), evaluated heating
related safety aspects concluding no increased risks with the shorter EEG cable setups proposed.
Both studies used 64 channel MR-compatible equipment modified from the same vendor (Brain
Products), with a similar setup of EEG cables leaving the head RF coil from its open back aperture.
Differences between the two studies include the field strength (our study 4T, theirs 7T), cable
lengths tested (our study 9 and 65 cm, theirs 12, 50 and 100 cm), cable arrangement (ours was
always flat, while Jorge et al tested bundled and flat arrangements), number of healthy subjects and
sessions with visual stimulation (our study scanned 2 subjects in three sessions each, using the two
EEG setups and none, their study scanned 5 subjects one session each, using the shortest cable
setup), and wooden support for amplifiers (while both are always at the same position relative to
the central axis of the bore during acquisition, ours was coupled to the table bed, theirs is not).
Although both studies looked at the effects of EEG-fMRI setup on MRI quality, our study focused
on the comparison between the two experimental setups tested (short vs long EEG cable) and
showed that MRI quality was to a large degree preserved across the EEG-fMRI setups. Jorge et al.,
2015 focused their comparison between their shortest cable EEG-fMRI setup and no EEG cap,
clearly showing big differences, as expected. Another important difference in our study is that we
directly compared EEG visual evoked potentials measured separately in the two cable setup
configurations, showing indicative improvements with the short cable setup. Of note, in both
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studies ERP measures were obtained while the helium pump was normally functioning. Clearly,
with just two subjects our ERP results are only indicative. Jorge et al (2015) offer a better
characterization with more subjects while always using the shortest cable setup (i.e., no ERP
comparisons across experimental setups are available). Using phantom data, both studies show that
the helium pump contributes significantly to EEG signal noise, particularly in the 20-150 Hz range.
With the helium pump on, our phantom study measured 85% EEG noise reduction when using the
shorter cable setup in a 5 minute interval, while Jorge et al., 2015 measured an improvement of 5862 % with their shorter cable setup in a 30 second interval. Therefore, despite the various
experimental differences both studies show consistent and complementary evidence that, at high
fields, there is an advantage in using short EEG cables in simultaneous EEG-fMRI studies.
Phantom EEG data measured during concurrent fMRI suggests that the stabilization of
cables in the compact setup provided an advantage when correcting EEG data for MR-gradient
artifacts, as employed with AAS techniques. Regardless of environmental conditions (ALL-ON,
VENT-ON, PUMP-ON, ALL-OFF) the compact setup always showed a significant reduction in
the variability of EEG noise power. AAS approaches, by definition, subtract an artifact template
containing only the deterministic part of the artifact (not its variability). The residual variability in
the data determines the SNR of the cleaned EEG. The higher variability introduced in the reference
setup would lead to worse SNR, when AAS techniques are used. Therefore, the compact setup is
advantageous because of its stabilizing effects on the electrodes, which result in a reduced
contribution from the helium pump and less variability in the MR artifacts induced in the EEG
signal, thus leading to enhanced EEG SNR after artifact removal.
Human recordings during a visual stimulation task yielded scalp maps and ERPs in line
with previous literature; however, P100 amplitudes were higher in the compact than reference
setup across subjects and conditions (ALL-ON, ALL-OFF, sessions randomized). Although this
may suggest enhanced SNR achieved with the compact setup, an extended dataset and single trial
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analyses, which is beyond the scope of this paper, should be conducted to verify this claim, as
averaging the signal only captures part of the data. It may be reasonable to assume that reduced
contaminating frequencies within the compact setup lead to improved signal quality for single-trial
analysis, which is of importance for multimodal EEG-fMRI integration (Huster et al., 2012;
Lavallee, Herrmann, Weerda, & Huster, 2014).

MRI Quality
In addition to assessing EEG signal quality, we also assessed MR image quality, which was in
general comparable in both EEG setups, likely due to the presence of electrodes and gel
(conductive materials).
B0 and flip angle maps provided information on the sources of signal loss and image
distortion due to inhomogeneity in the static magnetic field. Consistently with previous high field
studies, we found that both concurrent EEG-fMRI setups introduce B0 and flip angle
inhomogeneities relative to the EEG-none condition (Mullinger et al., 2008b). We found that the
B0 inhomogeneities were similar in both setups, but that the REF setup introduced higher flip
angle variability, potentially due to the stronger interference from RF signals induced on the longer
EEG cables during the imaging process. Both setups gave image intensity inhomogeneities in the
structural images, yet none of the two EEG-fMRI setups gave visible signal loss distortions in
proximity to the electrodes, neither in structural nor functional MRI. A qualitatively comparison
with previous EEG-fMRI 3T results (Mullinger et al., 2008b) suggests that our setups gave slightly
lower image distortions, despite the fact of having used a slightly higher static field of 4T. Several
important experimental differences may help explain these differences. Our study did not use EOG
wires, so B1 effects from this source were not present. Our study used pin electrodes, which have
less conductive elements than the ring electrodes used by Mullinger et al., 2008b. Further, our
study used a head transmit RF coil, whereas the 3T experiment of Mullinger et al., 2008b used a
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whole body RF coil. The combination of these experimental differences may have played a role to
make our EEG-fMRI experimental setups less sensitive to B0 and RF effects in the MRI data.
Summarizing the MRI quality evaluation, by using the compact setup, we have successfully
reduced variability in the artifacts seen in EEG data, without severely compromising structural or
functional fMRI quality.

Safety
In this manuscript, safety aspects were evaluated from three perspectives. The first safety criteria
was based on phantom surface temperature measurements during the acquisition of MRI data that
would be used in a typical fMRI study, as has been done by other studies for the evaluation of local
heating risks (Lemieux et al., 1997; Mullinger et al., 2008; Jorge et al., 2015). Our phantom
temperature measures, lasting approximately one hour, showed no abnormal temperature increases
in either EEG setup, suggesting that both the compact and reference setups behaved similarly. A
limitation of this study is that the temperature measures in each setup were done only once.
The remaining safety criteria did not involve measurements, but rather practical and
theoretical considerations. The second safety criteria was based on efficient access to the subject
inside of the scanner, which is accomplished easily and more quickly with the compact than with
the reference setup as the compact setup is fixed to the MR-bed and does not require additional
removal of a back-projection screen (as in the reference setup) to access EEG connectors. The third
safety concern was based on the length of EEG cables, as burning hazards are a known risk when
electronic devices are connected to the subject in the MR environment. When the length of cables
approximate half the wavelength of the resonant frequency, energy is absorbed by the cable and is
confined to the vicinity of the electrode (standing wave effect), thus acting like an antenna
(Dempsey et al., 2001), possibly leading to a higher risk of burning the subject. The resonance
frequency, v, increases with magnetic field strength while the corresponding wavelength (λ)
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decreases, meaning that higher fields correspond to a shorter resonant length (see Table 5 for
examples); however, shorter EEG cables correspond to improved EEG signal quality. These
aspects should be considered when the reference setup is modified, as our compact setup employed
a 25 cm cable length, which is below the resonant length of up to 7T. Thus, the compact setup may
be used in up to a 7T scanner, as has actually been already demonstrated (Jorge et al., 2015). It is
also of critical importance that this antenna-like effect is dependent on the position of wires within
the bore, being worse when the cables are far from the center (interaction with inhomogenous RF).
The configuration of the compact setup provides another advantage over the reference setup, as the
cables fall straight along the z-axis, minimizing possible standing-wave effects.
Summarizing, from a safety point of view and with respect to the reference system, the
compact system did not show increased risks of local heating. While not directly measured, the
compact system may offer some advantages related to practical ease of access to subject and
shorter cables being a less efficient antenna that can increase energy in the electrode.

Reproducibility
The experimenter plays a crucial role in the reproducibility of any experimental setup. Simplifying
an experimental setup by offering less freedom to the operator is expected to reduce the probability
of setup variability, therefore increasing the level of reproducibility. The commonly used reference
setup provides a great deal of freedom for placing the cables and the EEG system, which is highly
disadvantageous as it not only compromises the reproducibility of the experimental setup across
acquisitions, but also the position of EEG cables inside the magnetic field effects both the imaging
and the ballistocardiogram effect. By using the compact setup, amplifiers are fixed on a wooden
extension and very short EEG cables, the operator is not given excessive freedom in the placement
of the system inside the MR-scanner, which is a major advantage to operators who do not have
much experience in the field of both EEG and fMRI recordings. Additionally, by using an
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RF(RX/TX) head coil that is open at the back, EEG cables could exit from the coil in an almost
straight line towards the amplifiers at the back of the coil, reducing degradations to the signal that
may occur from misalignment to the z-axis. Although it was not tested within this paper, it may
still be possible to use the compact setup with an RF (RX/TX) head coil that is closed at the back;
however, although this might degrade the overall performance of the system (due to
misalignment), the main advantages of the proposed setup (i.e. stability of cables and amplifiers,
better SNR of EEG, reproducibility of the EEG placement, safety) are nonetheless to be retained.
Furthermore, this compact setup, which offered a clear improvement in data quality, safety and
ergonomics of the whole EEG-fMRI workplace, can be adapted to different scanner platforms and
to other MR-laboratory configurations, providing portability and reproducibility across testing
facilities.
A different aspect of reproducibility refers to potential differences between the compact and
reference setups that are strictly related to EEG cap differences, unrelated to the cable length
differences. By construction, the comparison of the two proposed setups required, in our case, the
use of two different EEG caps. The caps, however, were of the same size, number of channels and
vendor. The cap mounting was always done by the same researcher following the same described
procedures. Therefore, even if we tried to minimize differences unrelated to cable length, these
cannot be ruled out and could in principle bias the results in any way. However, our main findings
are in good agreement with those of other similar studies (Jorge et al., 2015), therefore suggesting
that the main effects are driven by cable length differences.

Conclusions
By presenting the compact setup, we have highlighted how the careful choice of EEG setup offers
a clear improvement in data quality, as well as safety (in terms of ergonomics and ease of access)
and reproducibility of the EEG-fMRI workplace. The use of the compact system may therefore
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allow for standardized procedures for data acquisition as well as preprocessing pipelines for
artifact removal given the reproducibility and reduced variance in the data. Despite the specificity
of our considerations to the boundary of our laboratory, the results reported here with compact
setup will not only be of interest to researchers approaching simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings,
but also may provide the foundational groundwork for developing standardized procedures for
future EEG-fMRI research.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the reference (top) and compact EEG setups (bottom).
See text for a detailed description.
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Figure 2: Phantom EEG sensitivity to environmental noise inside the magnet without
concurrent MRI acquisition. Comparison of the EEG power spectral density (PSD, total power
with sum over frequencies) profiles (upper row) and scalp maps (lower row, note scale
differences), re-referenced to the ALL-OFF condition, for phantom recordings with the two
experimental setups (compact and reference) during the VENT-ON (left side) and PUMP-ON
(right side) conditions (see Table 2). The compact setup gives lower noise signals without
concurrent MRI.
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Figure 3: Phantom EEG signal noise during simultaneous MRI acquisition (ALL-ON
condition).Phantom EEG map distribution of the RMS of the average artifact before and after
AAS (upper and middle row, respectively). Standard deviations of the EEG signal noise during
simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings (lower row). Note the noise scale differences between the
compact (left) and reference (right) setups. The compact setup gives lower EEG noise signal
during concurrent EEG-fMRI.
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Figure 4: Effects of acquisition setup and environmental noise on ERP responses. Upper
row: scalp distribution of the P100 (maximum positive peak around 100 ms) for the ALL-ON
condition on the two subjects (CMP: compact, REF: reference). Lower row: Comparison of
single-subject average ERP responses in four conditions: two acquisition setups (black for
compact, CMP, and red for reference, REF) and two environmental noise conditions (thick line
in darker color in ALL-ON condition, dashed lighter color for ALL-OFF condition). Error
margins represent ERP standard error across trials. Human recordings are from each subject
passively viewing a flashing checker-board. Both subjects show that the compact setup gives a
higher effect size and is less sensitive to environmental noise.
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CMP

EEG-none

REF

Figure 5: Effects of EEG compact and reference setups on anatomical MRI.
Representative central axial anatomical MRI slice with (compact - CMP, reference - REF)
and without concurrent EEG (EEG-none). Upper row: sample anatomical image. Middle
row: brain extracted (BET) anatomical image. Lower row: anatomical phantom images. No
mayor image distortion artifacts are visible on the structural images across the experimental
setups. Intensity inhomogeneities in the structural images in both EEG-fMRI setups were
stronger relative to EEG-none (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Anatomical intensity inhomogeneities in the compact (CMP, above) and reference
(REF, below) EEG-fMRI setups relative to MRI without EEG (EEG-none). Percent difference
maps of anatomical T1 intensity variations with respect to the EEG-none condition. Brain extracted
data, color coded between -100% and +100%.
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Figure 7: P h a n t o m effects of EEG compact (CMP) and reference (REF) setups on
functional MRI, B0 and flip angle homogeneity. Representative sagittal slices of functional
(upper row), static field B0 (middle row) and flip angle α (lower row) phantom recordings
with (CMP or REF) and without concurrent EEG (EEG-none). The CMP and REF setups show
both visible effects relative to the EEG-none condition.
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CMP
EEG-none
REF
Figure 8: Effects of EEG compact and reference setups on concurrent fMRI activation.
Sample human fMRI recordings (one subject, passive viewing of a flashing checker-board)
with (compact (CMP), reference (REF)) and without concurrent EEG (EEG-none). Slices were
selected in correspondence of the maximally activated voxel. Neither major artifacts nor
qualitative differences are seen in the visual fMRI activation between the compact and
reference setups.
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Figure 9: Effects of EEG compact and reference setups on phantom temperature measures.
Relative temperature changes were measured near four electrodes (color coded) on a phantom as
function of time during which different MRI were acquired. The numbers below the sequence
labels represent the time, in minutes, at which each sequence started.
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Table 1: Overview of the different EEG-fMRI experimental conditions, both for phantom
(top) and human (bottom) experiments. EEG-full: whole EEG system in place and
recording in magnet bore. EEG-amps: only the EEG amplifiers and battery pack placed in
magnet bore and switched off. EEG-none: no EEG system present in magnet bore. During
each session either EEG signals (S), functional MRI images (I) or both, were recorded.
Additionally anatomical (M), maps of the static field (B0 ) and maps of the flip angle (α) were
acquired for each session. Temperature (T) was monitored throughout phantom EEG sessions.
Phantom Recordings
Session
Magnetic fields

Condition
EEG-full

EEG-amps

EEG-none

ALL-ON

S/T

-

-

VENT-ON

S/T

-

-

PUMP-ON

S/T

-

-

ALL-OFF

S/T

-

-

ALL-ON

S/T/I

I

I

VENT-ON

S/T/I

-

-

PUMP-ON

S/T/I

-

-

ALL-OFF

S/T/I

-

-

M/B0 /α

M/B0 /α

M/B0 /α

EEG-full

-

EEG-none

ALL-ON

S

-

-

ALL-OFF

S

-

-

ALL-ON

S/I

-

I

ALL-OFF

S/I

-

-

M/B0 /α

-

M/B0 /α

STATIC

IMG

ADDITIONAL DATA

Human Recordings
Session
Magnetic fields

Condition

STATIC

IMG
ADDITIONAL DATA
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Table 2: Overview of different experimental conditions evaluated for both human and phantom
recordings. With human subjects, only the gray background conditions were considered.

Experimental
conditions

Cryogenic
pump

Ventilation
system

ALL-ON

ON

ON

VENT-ON

OFF

ON

PUMP-ON

ON

OFF

ALL-OFF

OFF

OFF
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Table 3: Effects of compact and reference EEG experimental setups on fMRI signal
stability. The means µ of the following quantities are reported: average signal intensity (mean),
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Signal- to-Fluctuation Noise Ratio (SFNR), standard deviation
(stdev), percentage fluctuation and drift. For the EEG-none condition (baseline from the
previous three years) the standard deviation σ is also reported.

FBIRN
stability

CMP(µ)

REF (µ)

EEG-none (µ ± σ)

mean

942

980

795 ± 29

SNR

204.72

199.83

225.17 ± 19.28

SFNR

193.34

188.26

215.03 ± 20.81

Stdev

1.33

1.68

1.33 ± 4.33

Fluctuation (%)

0.14

0.17

0.17 ± 0.55

Drift (%)

0.22

0.20

0.19 ± 0.32
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Table 4: Comparison of phantom MRI spatial inhomogeneities in static magnetic field
(B0) and normalized flip angle maps (α) across experimental setups (compact EEG-fMRI:
CMP; reference EEG-fMRI: REF, no EEG equipment: EEG-none). The comparison is
based on paired t-test across setups using as uniformity the standard deviations of the B0 or flip
angle maps within the phantom images across phantom slices. N.S.: not significant difference.

Spatial MRI uniformity differences (p-values)
CMP vs.

REF vs.

REF vs.

EEG-none

EEG-none

CMP

B0

1.37 e-5

4.58 e-6

n.s.

α

5.69 e-24

2.06 e-23

6.70 e -13

Table 5: Proton NMR resonance frequencies (ν) and corresponding half wavelengths (λ/2)
for different static field strengths.
B0 (T)

ν (MHz)

λ/2 (cm)

1.5

63.87

234.85

3

127.74

117.43

4

170.32

88.07

7

298.06

50.33
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